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                                Abstract
        A sudden inÅërease of the specific l}eat of an {ftmorphotts solid in its softening

    temperature range was considerecl to 1)e caused by the dissoltition of molectilar agc.rre-

    gate&, each composed of a considerable ntimber of moiecules, into free liquid mole-

    cules, and the temperature dependence of the specific heats of .crlycex'ol, ethyl alcohol

    and dl-lactic acid was found to be Sn good accorcl with that calculatecl by apply'ing
    van't Iffeff's reaction isochore to the decompQsition of the molecular aggvegates into

    free liquid molecules. As to the specific heats of these substances in their super-cooled

    liquid state above the softening teinperature range, tlie previous wrong calculation oii

    the decomposition of the cybotactic groups into free liquid molecules is revised. The

    general tendency of the temperature dependence of the specillc heat of an amorpliotts

    substance in and above the softening temperattTre range is thus well tmderstoocl by

    the presence of two kinds of molecular .iscrgregates : the on'e composecl of an immense

    number of molecules ancl the othev the cybotactic group of only a small number of
    constituent molecules.

                              Introduction

      A cybotactic theory of amorplious sollds and supercooled liquicls
  was proposed by the writer in previous papers.t In that theory the
 amorphous solid and the sui)er-cooled liquid of a substance were con-
  sidered to consist oÅí free naolecules of the substance and the cybotactic
 groups having the size of the orcler oÅí the unit cell of the crystal. The

 cybotactic groups have no permanent stability. They are formed and
 decomposed spontaneously here and there in the liquid. The pro-
                   ' portion in equilibrium of the total nurnber of the cybotactic groups in

 reference to the.total number of the free molecules is determined by
' the tempeTature, and it increases with decreasing temperature. When
 the temperature is lowered below the solidifying point of a substance,

r. V. Yoshida: These Memoirs, A, 23, 2o7, 233 (X94i}
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without causing crystallizaeion, it becomes supercooled. On further
cooling the substance gets jncreasingly viscous; and at last it attains

the glassy state or the state of amorphous solid, which is supposed
to contain a considerable ainount of cybotactic groups. The transfor-

i"cktion froin the amorphous solid to the super-coole(i liquid state or
ne'ce "dersa tal<es place in the softenlng temperature range, and this
tyansformation is accompanled by a remarl<able sudden change in vari-
ous physical properties of the substance, though it is not so sharp as
in the case of melting of a cryst.al. In a paperi recent!y published the

wrlter regarcled the softening of an amorphous solidi as the relaxation

of the cybotactic structure of Åíhe $ubstance; and by considering that

the proportion between the numbers of the cybotactic groups and the
free liquid mo;ecules of a substance is in equilibrium above the soften-

in.o' temperature range, the contribution to the specific heat of the
amount of heat requirecl to decon2pose the cybotactic groups on rais-

ing the temperature was calculated with glycerol, ethyl alcohol and
nil--lactic acid by applying van't I-Ioff's reaetion isochore. I-l"owever, as

was aleready noticecl,2 the writer macle a serious mistal<e there in cal-

culatlng the concentration of tke cybotactic groups and the Åíree liquid

molecules. IIence the calculation is revisecl and is described in the
followlBg, together with a siiinilar caiculat2on in the softening tempe-

rature range by conpiderlng the softening cts due to the decomposition
of the molecular a.cro.regates each consisting oÅí such a considerable

number of molecules as about 2oo into free liquid molecules.

            Temperature Dependence of the Proportion
                    of Free Liquid MoleÅëules

    I.et the numbers of the free liqtzid mQlecules and of the cybo-
tactic groups among the total number A7' of the molecules in a super-
cooled liquid of a Substance be Nf and n. respectively. If we represent
by v t' he number of the constituent molecules of a cybotactic group
we have:
                 N=Arx+vn.. ..................,....................(i)

    Let us define the ratio x of the number of free molecules and the
number of the total discrete particles which is equal to the sum of .ZVfl

and n. as the degree of decomposition oÅí the cybotactic groups. Then

we get: •
  i. U. Yoshida: These Memoirs, A, 24, l (Ig42>
  2. U. Yoshicla: These )C[emoi}'s, A, (lg43)
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                 '
                  x== Nf ,.",."".,......,.-m".....-.-•(2)
                      Nf+n.
  and
             . I-'x: NfViC-n. ,•••.••t.••..,•.•.•,..•,.••.•..•...,..••(3)

  and the reaction constant K. becomes:
            ' ff,=(N,2tVi,,. )'k .v .m"m."m-.(4)

                           n. I-x
                  ' Arf+•7z.
      If we represent by Tthe absolute temperature, by R the gas
  constant refering to one gram mol, by IV the molecular weight of a
  su.bstance and by L the heat oÅí decoinposition oÅí the cybotactic groups

  per one gram; then the reactioii isochore tal<es the form:
            tl12g7.K•c==(.v. +,i.)dal-YT.=V(l.7,uX-),-,g')X iSITi

.. :Iili(iii.f:L,, ••-••••--••••••--•••-•••-•--(s)

  for a constant valne of v. IFroiin equatiofl (s) we have:
            SX,.-,V,X-(ii,{). fl,tL,,....".......................,(,)

      The heat of decomposition L'of tlie cybot.kctic groups changes

  with temperatsure. If we repfesent by L. the heat oÅí decomposition
  at the temperature T. and by (Cf-C.). the difference between the
  specific heats of the free liquid molecules aRd the cybotactic groups
  refering to one gram at the same temperature, then the heat of de-s
 composition L at a temperature T wiil be .criven approximately for a
  temperature range not very mttch wide by :
           L=Lc+(Cr- Cc)c( T- Tc)• -•-•••••'''''•'''''''''''''''' (7)

     [l]"hus if we put this value of -L into equatioR (s) we get, on '
 integration :

                   , VM{Lc-(Cf- Cc)cTc}                                            vxlf           K.: r =Ce' .e?T +le (Cf-Ca)clogT,
                I-X

         . .x' ,.,,c"-e i74LC-<2C?.fT-Cc)cTc}+-{ilg"i(cf-c.>,iogT....(s) .

    ' (I-x)HV- .     If we represent the,degree of cybotcactic, clecQmpos!tion at the
 temperature T. by x., equation (s) 6ecomes :

,
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           x. i ,..c-}e-M{LC-<i?Cf2-;. CC>eTC}ll-{Itl4(cy-cc)clogT..,...(g)

' (I-x.)V
I-lence by combining equations (8) and (g) we obtain:
         x ,,. x. e--:tl{Lc-(Cf-ce>c7k}(-lk-t. )+Sl (cf-cc)clogfi',.

            11                                                         '      (I-X)V (I-Xc)V' ' '..,.........(Io)

 • NText the relation between Jif and the proportion of the number
?Vrl of free molecules to the total number 2V" of molecules becomes by
eliminating n. from equations (i) and (2):
           i7tfVl = ,(,-21)-i-. ' "''''''''''''`'''''''''''''''''''"'(ii)

Diffeyentlating equation (ii) with respect to T we get :

       . x al. IXIf nd v dx
           Ar aT {v(i-x)+x}2 aT'
and by usin.cr equatioR (6) this 'recluces to :

           i,l, `2,{".'t-,,ge(}gilii!.),, ,",a:,•.Z., =y•f?{a.L,,••••••(i2)

where .vr represents
          y'- {,ii"-( 2Y.".) }, • -••••••••••••••••••••••••••.,.......(i,)

    I-Ience the heat quantity C,t requirecl to clecompose the cybotactic
groups iti one gram oÅí the substance in raising the temperatt?re by
one degree is given by
          C,, =L( X,, S".,)-y• g,.Zi, .•••••••••••....,."..•.••(i4)

                                                            1    In the following calculations the numerical values of' v/(i-x)-Y-,

                            Fig. i
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.2Vrl/N and yt for various values of p and x are requlred, and these
relatioits are represented in graphs. Some of such graphs for compa-
ratively low values of v are represented as exampl6s in Fig's. i and
2, to show the general tendency of the dependence oÅí the values of
Nf/.ZV and y' upon v. The variation of the values of Nf/N and y'
with x becomes more rapid with increase of the value of v. When
v tends to infinity in the case of the melting of the adult crysÅíal of
a substance the values of y' and .ZVf/N remain zero at all values of x
except at the extreme vicinity of x : i, where Nf/N incre.rises abruptly

to i and y' attains the maximum of inflnity and drops suddenly to

zero at x=l.
                             Fi.cr. 2
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                 Cybotactic Decomposition in the
                    Super-cooled Liquid State

    The substances of whlch the specific heats were measiu'ed at variotts

temperatures both in their cryst,alline and super•-cooled amorphous states

are glycerol, ethyl alcohol ancl dl-lactic acicl as is stated before. The

temperature variation of the specific heats refering to one gram of
these•substances are sliown in Figs. 3, 4, s and 6. In these flguyes
the curves drawn in ful1 line refer to the super-cooled ]iquid and the

camorphotrs solid state, and those draxKTn in broken line represent the
specific heats in the crystalline state. Tlie specific heat curves for the

crystalline state run almost linearly with teinperature, and those for
the szrper-cooled liquicl ancl the amorphous solicl rise very rapidly in

the softenirig temperature range.
    'llie specific heat of a $ubstance in its super-coolecl liquid state
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may be considered to consist of three parts: i) The specific heat C.

of the cybotactic groups, which we shall consider to be roughly the
saine as that of the actult crystal at the same temperattire. 2) The
specific heat Cr of the free mo!ecules which ls supposed to be larger
than C. as will be imagined from the value oÅí the specifie heat oÅí the

liquid at the melting point where almost ai1 the molecules are lil<ely
to be in the free state and not in the state of cybotactic configurcation.
3) The heat C,i reqttired for the decomposition of the cybotactic groups

in raising the temperature. The temperature dependence of Cf is not
obvious. However, as almost al1 the molecules are likely to be in the
free state .at the melting point oÅí the adult crystal cfLs was stated before,

the specific heat observed for •the liquid at this temperature may be
tal<en approxiinately as that of free molecules. Thus, though it inay
be rough, the writer assumes that the ratio Cf/C. remains the same
for all temperatures below the melting point and is equal to that of
the liquld and the aclult crystal at the melting polnt of the latter; and
the value Cf at any temperature is calculated from the value of the
specific hecat of the adiilt crystal at the same temperature, which is
considered to be approximately the same as C..

    In tlte softening temperature range of an amorphous solid its
structural relaxatiog tal<es place .as was stated before, anCl at the tempe-

ratures above that range the substance behaves as liquid by being
supey-cooled below its nielting poikt. Thus by consider!ng that the
super-cooled liquid state is in cybotactic equilibriwn' we shal1 apply
van't I-Ioff's reaction isochore as was clescribed before to this case.

    In carrylng out the numerical calculation of the spcific heat we
inust select to begin wlth the reference temperature T. at which the
values of x, L, Cf akd C. for a ceirtain value of v must be cletermlned.

The writer tool< thc temperature just above the softening temperature
range as such reference temperature ; anct its value for ethyl alcohol,

glycerol and all-lactic acid are given in Tables I[ and III. In Table
I the molecular weight and the melting polnt of these substances are
tabulated together with the latent heat oÅí fusion at the melting point.

When the reference temperature T. is deterinined as above, the speci--

fic heats Cf and C. of the free liquid molecu]es aRd the cybotactic
groups and their difference (Ci- C.), at this temperature can be calcu-

iated easily from the specific heat in the crysticllline state at the sarne

temperature by using the rough assumption described before. Thus
once the value of the heat oÅí decomposltion L. of the cybotactic g'roups
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at the temperature T. is known the heat oÅí decomposition L oÅí the
cybotactic groups at any temperaeure Tcan be approximately obtained
by equation (7). In order to 1<now the value of L. the number v of

                                         the constituent niolecules                Table I
                                                             and
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quely, and the only way in doing tkis is, though troub!esome, repeated

tr.ials. If we as$ign provisionally a certaln value to x. for a given
                                                ivalue of v, then we can find the values of x,/(i -x.)-ir .yt and (Nr/Ar).

Åírom the graphs prepared previously. Next from the values of the
specific heats Cf and C. oÅí tl{e free liquid molecules and the cybotactic

groups at the tei:nperature T. as is determined in the wtky stated be-
fore the part C. of the specific heat of the liqttid at the temperature

'
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 T. which is required merely to raise the temperature by one degree
• of the free liquid molecules aRd the cybotactic groups without.causing

 the cybotactic decomposi,tion will be obtained by
           Cm": Cf( X' ).+ Cc{i-( A.zNtr' ).}' "'''''`''''''''''''(i5)

 and the other part Cd of the specific heat oÅí the liquld at the same
temperature which is causecl by the cybotactic deconiposition in rais-
ing the temperatur`e by one. degree i.s found by subtracting the value

 of C. thus obtainecl Åírona the observed vaiue of the specific heat 'of

the liquid at the temperature'T.. I-Ience by putting the values o.f 7'
and C,i thus found into equation (i4) the heat of decomposition L. of

the cybotactic groups per one gram at the temperature T. is obtained
immediately. The values oÅí L. thus found for some values of v and
x. are given in Tables II and III. The values of (Nr/N). which are
calculated with equation(ii) for the same values of v ai3d x. are also
tabulated in the tables. By getting the values of x., Lc, (Cf-Cc)c,
(.ZVf;/.ZVr). and yt at the temperature T. for a glven value of v in the

above way, the values of L, x aRd consequently tbose of .2Vf;/!V, yt
and C,i Åíor aRy temperature T are calculated by meafis of equation (7),

(io), (ii), (i3) and (i4) for the same value oÅí v. The part C. oÅí-the

specific heat of the 12quid at any temperature T xNThich is required
merely to raise tlie temperature by one degree Qf the free l2quicl mole-

cules and the cybotactic groups without causing the cybotactic de-
composition is then obtained by

           Cner= C,( ilfY )+.Cc(i- 11VY )• ''''''''''''''''''''''''(i6)

by using the values of kVf/xV calculated as above and those of Cf and

 C. at the saine tempeyat'are. From the values of Cd and C., calculated

in the above way for various temperatures the actual values of,the
speclfic heat C oÅí tlae liquid for various temperatures are thus obtained

as the sum oÅí C. and C,t. In short, the essential point in calculating
the specific heat of a super-cooled liquid lies in the choice of the valties

of v ancl x., and this is clone by repeated trials. The necessary data
used for a few such trial calculatlons with glycerol are given igi Table

III, and tlie results of calculation for v==2, s and io are shown in Fig.

3 by repre$enting the c.alculckted specific heat with dotted ]ines. When

the v'alues of .fv. are smaller respectively than those given in Table III

a hump comes about in the calculatecl specific heat curves at the tempe-

raturesjust above T.;ancl when they are larger the calculated specific u
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heat curves go d6wn' moye rap' idiy with the rise of tem' perature than
those ghown in Figs. 3, 4, s altd 6 respectively; and the values of
x. given in Tables II and III are so chosen that any noticeable hump
does not appear in the calculated,specific heat curve and that at the
same time the shoytage•of the theoretical curve from .the experimenta'1

one is smallest. The theoretlcal specific heat cttrves shown in Fig. 3,

whiÅëh are obtained Åíor the case of v==-p,s and io by using the values
of x. determined as above, indicate that the departure from the experi-
mental curve decreases with the clecrease of the value bf v, andthat

the agreement with the experimental curve becomes almost satisfactory
with v==2. Thus, at the first si.crht, it seems to be reasonable to take
                                     '2 as an appropriate number of the constituent moiecules of a cybo--
tactic group. I-lowever, the speclfic heats of the free liquid molecules

and of the cybotactic groups and the heat of deconiposition of the
cybotactic grottps are determinecl approximately in .x very rou.crh man-
ner. Moreover it is concelvable that macny cli'fferent kinds of dYbotactic

groups consistlng of different numbers of molecules are present in a

                             Fig. 3
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super-cooled liquid. If we take these circumstances into consideration
it seems appropriate to conclude, by leaving untouched on the definite

number of the constituent molecules, that the general tendency oÅí
the specific heat of a super-cooled liquld can be explained by the pre-
sence in equilibrium of the free liquid molecules and the cybotactic
.qroups each consisting oÅí several molecules. Thus the writer provi-
sionally tool< s as the number of constituent molecules of a cybotactic
group in the case oÅí the super-cooled state of glycerol, dl--lactic acid

and ethyl alcohol; and the theoretical curves calculated with the data
given in Table II are fepresented by dotted lines in Figs. 4, s and 6.

General teRdency of the theoretical curves is seen to be in accord
with the experimental curves. In these figures the crosses represent
the part C. of the specific heat which is required merely to raise, the

temperature by one degree of the free liquid molecules and the cybo-
tactic groups without causing the cybotactic decomposition ; and the
sum of C. and C,i is taken as the Åíheoretical specific heat C and is

iRdicated by the dotted lines.

                             Fig• 4
                          Glycerol, v=={2og
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                                          '
                                                    tt    Structural Relaxation in the $oftening Temperature Range

    The writer considers the softening of an amorphous solid in its
softening temperature range as the relaxation of the cybotactic struc•-
ture, and the solidification of the super-cooled liquid int6 amorphous

solid as the fixing oÅí the cybotactic structure. Thris the solidification

of the supercooled liquid can be considered as the fixing of. ehe position

of the Åíree liquid rnolecules by means of the inter-molecular atÅíraction

whose effect becomes at low temperatures superior to that of the
average kinetlc energy o.f thermal motion of free molecules. Since
the fi:.<ing of the position of the free rRoleÅëules by intermolecular attrac--

tion signifies lhe formation of huge molecular aggregates composed
of an iminense number of i'nolecules, entlrely the same reasonlng as
in the case of the cybotactic equilibrium can be applied to this case.
The increase of the 'specifie heat in the softening t'ennperature rxcnge

is very sudden and this pecullarity seems to be accounted for by taking

the number of constituent molecules of a huge molecular aggregate
$uMciently great, as wll1 be imagined from the shape of the .y'-curve

                              Fig• s
                        dl-Lactic acid, v=={2og
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for a1.arge number of v as is shown in Fig'. 2. Thus tlae writer pro-
visionally tool< 2oo as the nuinber of constituent molecu!es of a huge
molecular agg'r' egate and an entlyely similar calculation oÅí the specific

heat crts in the. super-coQled liquid state was made with glycerol, all-

lactic acicl and ethyl alcohol. Ilt carrying out the calculation, the writer

assumed, for the sal<e of simplicity, that the amount of the cybotactic

groups remainecl the same ics ae the teinperature T., and that the huge

molecular aggreg'ates having 2oo constituent molecuies are formed only

amon.cr the remaining free n3olecules so that only the relative propor-
tion between the numbers of free molecules altcl of the huge molecular
aggregates chang'es with temperature in equilibrittm by keeping the
amount of the cybotactic g"roups unaltered. As to' the specific heats

of the cybotactic gyoups and the huge molecular aggregates, the writer

regarded them roug'nly to be the same as that of the adult crystal at
the same temperature, and tke specific heat of the stil1 remainlng free

i[nolecules was calculatecl by entirely the saine assuinption as in the
case of the cybotactic equilibrium. As it is usual wlth an amorphous
solid to be accompanied by some hysteresis in various physical pro-

                              Fig. 6
                        Ethyl alcohol, v=={2og '
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perties o'f it by changing the temperature in its softening range, it is

meaningless to go lnto cletails in the present c.ase where the equilibrium

state is consiclered. Thus, in order to know only the general tendency
oÅí the temperature del)endence of the specific heat, the writer disre-

garded the temperature var-iation of the heat of decomposition of
the h"ge molecular aggregates and assumecl it t6 be constant. In
cari' ying out the actual calculation we must first select the reference

temperature. The writer tool< the temperature at which the maxi-•
muin of Jvt for v==2oo occurs as such reference temperature and
clesignated it to be very close to the temperature at whlch the
sudden i•ncrease of the specific heat in the softening temperature range
just encled. Such reference temperature ls representecl by T, and 2ts

values for glycerol, tll-lactic .acicl and ethyl alcohol are tabulated in

Table II together with the val"e of the clegree oÅí clecomposition x.
of the huge nio;ectilar ag.crre.crates at these temperatures, x•vhich is so

determined as to give the max:imum value to yt for v=2oo. VSLrhen
                                            'the vaTue of x. is thus deterrninecl the corresponding vcalue oÅí iVf/IV

is obtained by equation (H), and the proportion of the number of the
free molecules to the total number of molecules at the temperature
T, is Åíound by multiplying this value of Arf/Al with (.Nfl/N). which

is the proportion of the free molecules at the temperature .T. where
the huge inolecular a.(r.(rregates clecompose almost ' peirfeqtiy into the

Åíree inolecu!es. Consequently tl}e part C., of the specific heat at T.

which is required to ralse the teinperat"re of the free molecules, the
cybotactic .qi'oups ancl the htt.cre molecular ag.o'regates without causin.g.'

the decomposition of the•molecular aggregates is obtained froni the
values of the specific heats of the free molecules, of the cybotactic
g,roups and of the huge molecular aggregates at the same temperature.

'I'hus by knoxving the value of C,. ar T,. the other part of the specific

heat Ca at the same temperature which is due to the decomposition
of the huge molecular aggregates in rais!n.a the temperature is Åíound
immediately by subtracting the value oÅí C., from the observed specific
heat at the temperature where the sudck}n increase oÅí the specific heat

in the softening range just ended. As the proportion of the total
nuniber of free molecules which can be transformecl into the huge
molecular aggregates is (iVf/.ZV)., the value of C,i is obtainecl 2n the

present case by multiplying with (zVJ/N). the equation (i4), 2. e.
          C,=-(Slll,)..t•flil$.i",,.......................................(i,)
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    The value L of the heat quaritity whic.h is necessary to decompose

one gram oÅí huge molecular ag.o'regates is obtained by thls equation,
ancl the values thus found for glycerol, all--lactic acid and ethyl alcohol

are tabulated in Table II by being denoted by L.. In thls manner, essenti-
ally similar calcul atlons of C., C,i and conseqtxently C as in the case of

cybotactlc decompositlon are performed for th.e case oÅí decomposkign
ef huge molecular aggregates, and the results are shown in Figs. 4,
s ancl 6. In these fig'u!es the dotted lines represent the values oÅí the

specific heat C and the crosses represent the values of C. which is
requirecl to raise the temperature merely by one degree of the free
molecules, the cybotactic .qroups and the huge molecular aggregates
without causing any decoinposition. As is seen in the figures the value

of Cd rises very rapidly with ternperature to its maximum at T,, and
then falls very rapidly almost to zero at X.. The rapiclity of the change

o'Åí Cd with temperature can be still further improved by taking ehe
nuinber of coBstituent molecules of a molecular ag'gregate greater than

2oo. I-Iowever, for the sal<e of tmderstancling the general tenclency
of the change of specific heat with temperature it suffices with 2oo,
aRd the results calctilateci for this case are plotted in tlie fi.crures.

    In calculating the specific heat by the structural relaxation the

writer assumed, for the sake of simplicity, that the amount of the
cybotact2c gropips remains unchanged at the temperatures below T..
I-Iowever, it wlll be somewhat different in actttal case, and we can
expect that the molecular exchange between the cybotactic .crroups
ancl thg free molecules stll1 tal<es pla6e to some degTee in the tempe-
ra#ure rcange from T. to about T.. I-Ience, if vtTe assume that the gap
found in the theoret2ccal specific heat curve between T. ancl T. is fi11ed

in by this cause, the general tenclency of the specific heat curve of
an amorphous substance at the temperatures in and above its softenin.g

range is thus clearly understood.
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